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Solution structure of human immunodeficiency virus type 1
Vpr(13±33) peptide in micelles
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Human immunodeficiency virus type 1 protein R (HIV-1

Vpr) promotes nuclear entry of viral nucleic acids in

nondividing cells, causes G2 cell cycle arrest and is

involved in cellular differentiation and cell death. Also,

Vpr subcellular localization is as variable as its functions. It

is known that, consistent with its role in nuclear transport,

Vpr localizes to the nuclear envelope of human cells.

Further, a reported ion channel activity of Vpr obviously is

dependent on its localization in or at membranes. We

focused our structural studies on the secondary structure of

a peptide consisting of residues 13±33 of HIV-1 Vpr in

micelles. Employing nuclear magnetic resonance and

circular dichroism spectroscopy we found this part of

Vpr, known to be essential for nuclear localization, to be

almost completely a helical. Our results provide structural

data suggesting residues 13±33 of Vpr to form an

amphipathic, leucine-zipper-like a helix that serves as a

basis for interactions with a variety of viral and cellular

factors.
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dodecylphosphocholine; micelles.

Human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) is a
member of the lentivirus family. In addition to the gag,
pol and env genes present in all retroviruses, HIV-1 encodes
regulatory and accessory proteins, that are decisive for viral
infectivity, replication and pathogenity. One of these
proteins is virus protein R (Vpr). Vpr seems to be required
at various steps of the HIV replication cycle and is therefore
an interesting target for the development of antiviral agents.
This 96-amino-acid protein is an important factor for the
pathogenicy of HIV [1,2]. Vpr is an integral part of viral
particles suggesting an important role in early stages of
infection [3±6]. Furthermore, Vpr is involved in the
transport of the preintegration complex into the host cell
nucleus, which is an important feature for infection of
nondividing cells [7,8]. Vpr causes changes in cell
morphology [9] and arrests mammalian and yeast cells in
G2 phase of the cell cycle [10±13]. Further, Vpr has been
proposed to have ion-chanel activity [14,15].

Different cellular proteins are reported to interact with
Vpr: uracil DNA glycosylase [16], HHR23A, a protein
implicated in DNA repair [17], a 41-kDa cytosolic protein
that coprecipitates with the glucocorticoid receptor [18],
importin-a, nuclear pore protein Nsp1p [19], and many
others.

Recent structural studies of Vpr fragments by NMR were
performed in trifluoroethanol (30%) containing solution
and, not surprisingly, revealed a long amphipathic a helix-
turn-a helix (amino acids 17±46) motif ended by a turn for

Vpr (1±51) [20]. The Vpr (52±96) fragment, also in
trifluorethanol containing solution, is characterized by an
amphipathic a helix from residue 53 to residue 78 and a
less defined C-terminal domain [21]. Another fragment of
Vpr (50±82) was shown to contain a helix from residues
53±81 in 50% trifluorethanol. Trifluorethanol, however, is
well known to induce a helical secondary structures in
peptides [22].

We focused our structural studies on residues 13±33 of
HIV-1 Vpr. This part of Vpr is known to be essential for ion
chanel activity [15], cell cycle arrest [23], incorporation of
Vpr into virus-like particles [24±26], and its nuclear
localization [27]. Because a membranous or membrane-
like environment may be important for most of these
activities, we carried out structural studies of Vpr(13±33)
peptide in dodecylphosphocholine (dodecyl-PCho)
containing micelles by CD and NMR spectroscopy.

M A T E R I A L S A N D M E T H O D S

Peptide

The synthetic peptide CH3CO-EPYNEWTLELLEELK-
SEAVRH-NH2 with the amino-acid sequence of HIV-1
Vpr(13±33) was purchased as a purified product (Inter-
activa, Ulm, Germany). N- and C-termini were modified by
an acetyl and an amide group, respectively, to remove
charges that are not present in the full length Vpr protein
either. The peptide was more than 95% pure as judged from
RP-HPLC analysis. Mass spectroscopy proved the product
to have a mass of 2627.4 Da, close to the theoretical value
(2626.9 Da).

Circular dichroism

CD spectra were recorded from 260 nm to 190 nm at
20 nm´min21 on a Jasco J 810 CD spectropolarimeter.
Samples contained 0.2 mg´mL21 peptide in various
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solutions. The sample volume was 250 mL. The reference
samples contained solute without peptide. Eight scans were
accumulated from samples and references.

NMR spectroscopy

Sample concentrations used for NMR spectroscopy were
2.2 mm in 0.75 mL of H2O/D2O (9 : 1, v/v) and zero to
100 mm dodecyl-PCho. Homonuclear 2D experiments were
performed at 298 K on a Varian INOVA 600 spectrometer
equipped with a triple-axis pulsed field gradient probe. A
DQF-COSY [28] and a TOCSY [29] with 80 ms mixing
time using the DIPSI mixing sequence [30] were recorded.
NOESY spectra were recorded with 100 and 200 ms
mixing times. All spectra were measured in the phase
sensitive mode with quadrature detection in both dimen-
sions using the States±TPPI method. Solvent suppression
was performed by continuous coherent irradiation prior to
the first excitation pulse and during the mixing time in the
NOESY experiments. For the TOCSY experiment, the
WATERGATE solvent suppression was used. All data sets
were recorded with a 13.3 p.p.m. sweep width and
contained 2048 or 1664 (F2) and 512 (F1) complex data
points. Prior to Fourier transformation, the time domain
signals were multiplied by a phase-shifted sine-bell-squared
function. All NMR data were processed and analyzed with
the program package ndee (SpinUp Inc., Dortmund,
Germany). Chemical shift values are reported in p.p.m.
from 2,2-dimethyl-2-silapentanesulfonate.

Experimental restraints for structure calculation of
Vpr(13±33) peptide

Distance information was extracted from the NOESY
experiment with a mixing time of 100 ms. NOE cross
peaks were categorized as `strong', `medium', and `weak'
and converted into upper limit distance constraints of 0.27,
0.41, and 0.51 nm, respectively. A total of 190 experi-
mental restraints were used for the structure calculations.
Only unambiguous distance restraints were included in the
initial rounds of calculation. Very few additional distance
restraints were included in several rounds of structure
calculation after inspection of the initial structures [31].

Structure calculation and analysis

All structures were calculated using xplor 3.851 [32] and a
modified ab initio simulated annealing protocol [33,34] that
includes floating assignment of prochiral groups [35] and a
reduced presentation for nonbonded interactions for part of
the calculation [36]. Each round of the structure calculation
started from templates with random backbone torsion
angles. During all stages of the simulation, the temperature

was maintained by coupling to a heat bath with a coupling
frequency of 10 ps21. In the conformational search phase,
90 ps of molecular dynamics were simulated at 2000 K
(3 fs timestep) computing nonbonded interactions only
between Ca atoms and one carbon of each side-chain using
van der Waals radii of 2.25 AÊ [36] in order to increase
efficiency. The refinement comprised a two-phase cooling
procedure treating explicitly the nonbonded interactions
between all atoms. The first stage comprised cooling from
2000 K to 1000 K within 60 ps (2 fs timestep) and a
gradual increase of the force constants for the nonbonded
interactions and the angle energy constant for the
diastereospecifically unassigned groups to their final
values. In the next stage of the calculation, the system
was cooled from 1000 K to 100 K within 40 ps (2 fs
timestep), applying the high force constants obtained at the
end of the previous cooling stage, followed by 200 steps of
energy minimization.

Of the 160 structures resulting from the final round of
structure calculation, those 22 structures that showed the
lowest energy and no NOE distance violation larger than
0.02 nm were selected for further characterization. All
calculations were carried out on Compaq DS20 server
requiring an average of 3 min cpu time for each calculated
structure. Geometry of the structures, structural parameters
and elements of secondary structure were analyzed using
the programs procheck [37] and promotif [38]. For
the graphical presentation of the structures, sybyl 6.4
(Tripos Ass.), molscript, and raster3d were used. The

Fig. 1. Secondary structure prediction. The amino-acid sequence of HIV-1 Vpr is shown according to the one-letter convention with residue

numbers indicated above. Secondary structure prediction was carried out using the phd network [41]. Three helices were predicted with the

highest possible probability, indicated with `h' below the sequence. The part of Vpr investigated in this work is indicated by a box.

Fig. 2. Circular dichroism spectra of Vpr(13±33). CD spectra were

recorded from 260 nm to 190 nm at 20 nm´min21 on a Jasco J 810 CD

spectropolarimeter. Samples contained 0.2 mg´mL21 peptide. The

sample volume was 250 mL. The reference samples contained solute

without peptide. Eight scans were accumulated from samples and

references. Shown are spectra of Vpr(13±33) in water (L),

trifluorethanol/water (1 : 1, v/v; K) and 100 mm dodecyl-PCho (W).
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coordinates have been deposited to the Protein Data Bank
accession no. 1FI0 (available at http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/).
Chemical shifts have also been deposited to the BioMag-
ResBank with accession no. BMRB-4799 (available at
http://www.bmrb.wisc.edu/pages/).

R E S U LT S

The N-terminal portion of Vpr (1±40) was reported to be
responsible for ion chanel activity [15] and Vpr (17±33) for
incorporation into virus-like particles [23±26], and for
nuclear localization [27], and even for association with the
nuclear envelope of human cells [19]. A membranous or
membrane-like environment may be important for at least
some of these activities.

In addition to previously reported secondary structure
predictions, which only detected two helices [39,40], we
used phd networks, which has been reported to have an
accuracy greater than 70% [41] for secondary structure
prediction. This algorithm yielded three amphipathic
helices: the first helix ranging from amino acid Asn16 to
His33, the second helix from Arg36 to Thr49 and the third
from Trp54 to Ile74 (Fig. 1).

As a result of the results from our secondary structure
prediction analysis, we decided to focus our experimental
studies on residues 13±33 of Vpr, which is very likely to
comprise the part of Vpr essential its for membrane
associated functions and investigated its behaviour under
various solvent conditions.

CD spectra of Vpr(13±33) peptide in water does not
show the presence of a significant amount of regular
secondary structure (Fig. 2). In contrast, the peptide shows
substantial content of a helical secondary structure in
dodecylphosphocoline (dodecyl-PCho) micelles and 1 : 1
(v/v) mixture of trifluorethanol and water, as seen by the
characteristic minima at 208 nm and 222 nm and a
maximum at 190 nm. Assuming an ellipticity of
240 000 deg´cm2´dmol21 at 220 nm to indicate 100%
a helix, the measured value of 219700 and 225700
deg´cm2´dmol21 at 220 nm for Vpr(13±33) peptide sug-
gests the a helical content averaged over time and sequence
to be about 49% and 64% in 100 mm dodecyl-PCho and
50% trifluorethanol, respectively.

Fig. 3. 1H-NMR titration of Vpr(13±33) with dodecyl-PCho. 1D

proton spectra of 2.2 mm Vpr(13±33) peptide at 298 K without

dodecyl-PCho (bottom) and with increasing concentrations of dodecyl-

PCho (shown on left hand side). Shown is the region of aromatic and

amide protons.

Fig. 4. Summary of the NOE

connectivities and chemical shift index

analysis of Vpr(13±33). Amino acids are

labeled according to the one-letter

convention. NOESY connectivities relevant

for secondary structure are represented by

horizontal rectangles connecting two residues

that are related by the NOE specified to the

left. The height of the rectangles symbolizes

the relative strength (weak, medium, strong)

of the cross peaks in a qualitative way.

Overlapping and therefore ambiguous

cross-peaks not used for structure

calculations are marked by open rectangles.

Asterisks mark sequential amide crosspeaks

expected to appear on the diagonal, and thus

are not observable. Ha chemical shift index

(CSI) is given below [43].
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Because trifluorethanol is known to induce helical
structure in peptides [22], structural studies in trifluor-
ethanol containing solution may not necessarily yield
meaningful results with respect to biological function.
Dodecyl-PCho, however, is a suitable membrane mimetic
[42]. Thus, our further studies of Vpr(13±33) peptide were
carried out in aqueous solution and in the presence of
dodecyl-PCho micelles. The amide proton region of the 1D
proton NMR spectrum of the peptide in water excludes the
presence of peptide monomers with defined structure;
recording of 2D spectra did not yield interpretable results,
probably due to the presence of high molecular mass
aggregates. Successive addition of dodecyl-PCho to the
aqueous peptide solution yielded dramatic changes in the
NMR spectra and ultimately led to the appearance of well
dispersed amide resonances (Fig. 3).

2D NMR spectra (clean-TOCSY, NOESY, DQF-COSY)
of a 2.2 mm Vpr(13±33) peptide solution in 100 mm
dodecyl-PCho showed satisfactory resolution. By evaluat-
ing through-bond connectivities in DQF-COSY and clean-
TOCSY spectra, it was possible to identify all spin systems.
All resonances could be assigned sequence specifically.
Although many of the helix typical NOEs, e.g. dab(i,i 1 3)
and daN(i,i 1 3), could not be used for structure calculation
due to frequency degeneration (Fig. 4), many other helix

indicating NOEs (i,i 1 3 and i,i 1 4) could be identified
and used instead (Table 1).

A secondary structure estimation employing the
chemical shift index strategy (described in [43]) gave
further insight into structural features of the peptide. The
CaH chemical shift criteria for helical secondary structure
were clearly met for all but the two N-terminal residues
(Fig. 4).

It is interesting to note, that for Pro14 and neighbouring
residues only one set of resonances could be detected. This
indicates that the peptide bond between Pro14 and Glu15

Table 1. Statistics of the structure calculation.

Experimental restraints for the final structure calculationa

Total number of NOEs 190�

Intraresidual NOEs |i ± j| � 0 29�

Sequential NOEs |i ± j| � 1 80�

Medium range NOEs |i ± j| � 2,3,4,5 81�

Long range NOEs |i ± j| . 5 0�

Molecular dynamics statistics

Average energy (kca´mol21) b

Etot 38�.56 (^ 1.39)

Ebond 1�.03 (^ 0.21)

Eangle 29�.02 (^ 1.07)

Eimpr 4�.66 (^ 0.54)

Evdw 1�.31 (^ 0.98)

ENOE 2�.54 (^ 0.97)

Rmsd from ideal distances (AÊ )

NOE 0�.017

Bond length 0�.0017

Rmsd from ideal angles (8)

Bond angles 0�.54

Rmsd from 22 structures (AÊ )

Backbone 0�.85

All non H-Atoms 1�.33

a The number of each type of constraint is given. None of the 22

structures showed distance violations of more than 0.20 AÊ . b Etot, total

energy, Erepel, repulsive energy term, ENOE, effective NOE energy

term, EVDW, Van der Waals energy term.

Fig. 5. Root mean square deviation (rmsd) values of the 22

obtained solution structures. For every residue, the rmsd value of

the Ca atom was calculated and plotted against the sequence position.

Fig. 6. Representation of Vpr(13±33)

structure. The structure of Vpr(13±33)

peptide is shown from three different views,

rotated about 120 8 against each other.

Orientation of the peptide is N-terminus to

the top. Positive charges are colored in blue,

negative charges are colored in red.
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exists exclusively in one conformation, which was
determined to be the trans conformation.

Simulated annealing and refinement calculations based
on agreement with experimental data and ideal geometry
yielded 22 structures. The rmsd value of less than 0.1 nm
for the entire molecule shows the overall structure to be
well defined (Fig. 5). All calculated structures show helical
secondary structure for residues 14±33 with an rmsd value
of 0.085 nm among the 22 obtained structures. Analysis
with the procheck program [37] revealed the presence of
regular a helical stretches in all 22 structures, the shortest
a helix ranging from amino acids 18±32, and the longest
helix observed for amino acids 14±32. procheck analysis
yielded for the region of residues 14±17, in most cases
regular a helix structure, but also to some extent b turns of
types I and IV. This indicates a less defined structure of this
part of the molecule. The exclusive trans conformation of
the peptide bond between Pro14 and Glu15, however,
excludes the possibility that this part is completely flexible.
In any case, residues 14±17 appear to be helical, but may
not form a regular a helix. Taking all the data together, the
Vpr(13±33) peptide shows a nicely defined and slightly
bent a helix from Pro14 to His33 with strong amphipathic
character (Fig. 6).

D I S C U S S I O N

Earlier structural studies of Vpr(1±51) in 30% trifluor-
ethanol containing solution showed a g turn for residues
14±16, an a helix for residues 17±29, and a b turn type IV
for residues 30±33, besides additional structure elements
detected in parts outside the region of residues 13±33 [20].
Compared to this study carried out in trifluorethanol-
containing solution, we found in Vpr(13±33) a regular
a helix from residue 18±32. Residues 14±17 form a helix
with imperfect a helical geometry. Both parts build up a
slightly bent amphipatic helix comprising residues 14±32.

Our studies in trifluorethanol-free solution show that the
3D structure of Vpr(13±33) in the presence of dodecyl-
PCho micelles consists of an amphipathic a helix long
enough to span a membrane bilayer. This structural feature
is able to easily explain a reported ion chanel activity of
Vpr(1±40) [15]. Mutations of either Glu21 or Glu24 to
gutamine sigificantly alter selectivity of the ion channel.
These residues are located close to each other in the middle
of the amphipathic a helix found in the work described
here. It is worth mentioning at this point that although all
structures obtained from the simulated annealing and
refinement calculations showed a slightly bent a helix, it
is hard to decide whether this bend is only a consequence
of the available constraints. However, recently reported
similar studies on the peptaibol chrysospermin C, which is
also able to form an ion channel, yielded a slightly bent
a helix [44].

Virus particle incorporation of Vpr requires residues
1±47 in the C-terminal p6 region of Gag [45] and residues
17±34 in Vpr [24±26]. Secondary structure prediction of
p6 showed a putatative a helical domain within residues
41±46, which resides in the critical portion of p6 important
for Vpr packaging. Amphipathic helices are well known to
mediate protein±protein interactions [46]. Further, viral
packaging takes place near the cytoplasmic membrane.
Thus, the amphipathic a helix within Vpr(13±33) might be

the critical secondary structure element necessary for virion
incorporation of Vpr.

Some residues in Vpr(13±33) are known to be crucial for
several Vpr activities. Mutation of Ala30 to leucine
completely abolishes G2 cell cycle arrest and virion
packaging of Vpr [23]. Mutations of either Leu23 or
Ala30 to phenylalanine dramatically reduce virion incor-
poration of Vpr but do not interfere with its nuclear
localization [24]. One may speculate, that the leucine-
zipper like sequence motif preceding Ala30 serves together
with helical secondary structure as a basis for a variety of
protein±protein interactions between Vpr and other viral
and cellular factors. The importance of this secondary
structure motif is supported by the finding that mutation of
Ala30 to proline abolishes Vpr nuclear localization [23].
Also, mutations of either one of residues Asp17, Glu21,
Glu24, Glu25 or Glu29 to proline dramatically reduces
virion packaging of Vpr [25].

Vpr does not contain a canonical nuclear localization
signal. Nevertheless, Vpr is able to enter the nucleus and to
concentrate at nuclear pore complexes. Vpr's function in
leading the viral preintegration complex into the nucleus is
essential for replication in nondividing cells. To fullfil this
function, Vpr needs to be incorporated into virions infecting
such cells, because only after entering the nucleus, can viral
genes be expressed. Therefore, there are at least two points
in the viral life cycle where the structure of Vpr(13±33) can
serve as a target for novel antiviral drugs. First, the
interaction with p6 for virion packaging, and second, the
interaction with components of the nuclear pore complex.

Future structural studies of full-length Vpr in the
appropriate environment will give further insights into
Vpr function and the molecular mechanisms involved.
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The following material is available from
http://www.blackwell-science.com/ejb
Table S1. NMR chemical shifts of Vpr(13±33) peptide in
aqueous 100 mm dodecylphosphocholine at 298 K cali-
brated to 2,2-dimethyl-2-silapentanesulfonate.
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